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using Goal-Weighted Empowerment
Robert Edge

Abstract—The extent to which players feel compelled to play
a game is a primary factor in determining that game’s success.
Using ideas from self-determination theory, we propose that the
drive to play games is related to player’s ability to exercise
their mastery drive. In self-determination theory, increasing
one’s control is intrinsically rewarding, however it is difficult
to instantiate this theory to make concrete predictions of when
a player will quit a game early in favor of another activity.
The problem of predicting within-game churn events involves
modeling and predicting a player’s motivational state to remain
in a game.

We combine new motivation theory ideas with machine learn-
ing methods to develop a computational model that postulates
that player’s satisfaction is directly related to their perceived
locus of control, extrinsic vs. intrinsic, and hypothesize a set
of measurable signals that mediate a player’s locus of control.
An agent will continue goal pursuit within the game based on
its “empowerment”, which is essentially its ability to predict
the future based on its own actions. This indicator of locus of
control accounts for both the feasibility of the goal and whether
expected progress toward a selected goal is being achieved. A
player’s behavior can be used to estimate their empowerment by
correlating their continuation of goal pursuit with measures of
their expectations of progress and goal-achievability. We apply
these concepts and build a model to predict player when players
will quit a game early for the multiplayer game, Dota2.

Index Terms—empowerment, moba, churn

I. INTRODUCTION

T
HE multiplayer online battle arena video game genre

(MOBA) is an increasingly popular genre in both casual

and competitive formats. MOBA games are most often defined

as multiplayer games where multiple teams contend in a

confined game environment over resources and objectives.

Dota2 is one such MOBA game that has grown into one of

the most played online games in the world.

In Dota2, games consist of two five-player teams of human-

controlled “heroes”, endless waves of team-aligned “minions”

or “creeps”, and each team’s set of buildings and structures.

The end goal for each team is to destroy the opponent’s

main structure. In pursuing this goal, players must accumulate

gold and experience on their hero in order to obtain in-

game items which increase their hero’s attributes. Gold and

experience are obtained through killing opposing minions,

players, or structures. Game sessions often last between 20

and 40 minutes, during which players are expected to maintain

constant activity. For various reasons, players sometimes leave

early resulting in a imbalance of power between the two teams.
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One such reason for players quitting early occurs when a

player becomes frustrated with the current game state and

decides to intentionally abandon the game. This type of “rage

quit” is often disincentivized, depending on which MOBA

game it occurs in. In Dota2, players who often abandon games

are put into a lower priority queue with other players that

have infracted on Dota2s behavior guidelines. This within-

game churn is a player behavior with negative consequences

that we want to predict.

Previous work in the domain of predicting player churn is

found in [1], [2] in which the problem of predicting churn in

Massive multiplayer online role-playing (MMORPG) games is

addressed. While the churn we are addressing in MOBA games

is related to MMORPG churn, it is distinctly different in the

duration of the churn. In MOBAs, a player may churn from

a single game instance and still desire to play, in MMORPGs

a churning player may cease playing altogether. Additionally,

the approach employed in [1] does not attempt to model the

individual player motivation dynamics within a game. In our

work, we are interested in modeling how a player’s frustration

builds in response to relative control over the game’s outcome

and how this frustration can be used to predict churning.

Previous theories of motivation are either too imprecise or

too general to be useful. Most motivation theories highlight the

importance of self-efficacy and address one or both of the types

of motivation: intrinsic or extrinsic. For instance, drive theory

which states that people seek to reduce internal signals created

by unmet needs, does not explain how secondary reinforcers

reduce drive. Incentive theory which states that people are

motivated by external rewards, is another theory that alone is

far too imprecise to instantiate into a useful model.

We adapt ideas from intrinsic motivation in AI to build a

computational theory of what makes people want to persist or

quit an activity, and the resulting model is specific enough to

be of use in computational analysis. In particular we adapt the

idea of empowerment[3]. Empowerment is a universal utility

function that reflects both the dynamics of an environment

as well as the agent’s ability to reliably predict and observe

changes in state as a result of their actions. We extend on the

key concepts of this idea and show how to apply it to Dota2

to predict when a player will quit.

II. COMPUTATIONAL THEORY OF GAME MOTIVATION

In order to predict when players will quit playing a game,

it is helpful to have a basic understanding of what motivates

them to both start and continue to play in the first place. In

this section we provide a background on existing work on
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in Fig. 3. Now we need to determine what components of the

feedback signal allow an agent to update its perceived value

of its current task. A good candidate signal is mostly absent

from current literature for determining when the continuation

of goal pursuit is warranted, so we first describe existing work

on using the notion of progress as a motivator in the following

section.

The problem of when to abandon an activity and pursue

another is analogous to the problem of foraging. In foraging

problems there are patches of food or information, a rate

of consumption of those patches, and a cost for switching

between patches. One of the key results in optimal foraging

is that the decision to remain in a patch is mediated by

balancing the rate of extraction of resources in the current

patch against the rate achievable elsewhere, discounted by

the cost of switching patches. Due to depletion of resources

within a patch, the rate of extraction is a dynamic variable that

represents the viability of the current patch. We argue that

rate of progress forms an analogous variable in scheduling

problems, producing a mapping between these two types of

problem.

In fact, the idea of using progress and rate of progress

as a measure of patch viability shows up in information

foraging theory to predict the amount of time people will spend

at websites, treated as patches of information[4]. Optimal

information foraging predicts that an animal will leave an

information patch to seek another patch when the reward rate

of the current patch drops below the average expected rate

that would be attained if the current patch was left, where

the reward rate is a measure of the amount of information left

unexploited in the patch. By mapping reward rate to a measure

of the rate of progress, and assuming the cost of switching

includes the value of the goal foregone after the switch, we

find that foraging problem is analogous to the goal selection

and scheduling problem that humans face. By exploiting this

analogy, we expect that measures of the rate of progress will

be the critical factor determining churning behavior. In the

following section we discuss using progress as a pursuit value.

C. Progress as an (inadequate) Signal

Progress alone has been shown to modulate motivation in

humans[5], [6], [7]. This means that progress has desired

characteristic of a goal pursuit value that the goal’s desirability

should be able to change using only the inputs of actions and

the observation of result states, yet it suffers from problems

that prevent it being used exclusively. Major criticisms of

progress include that it is not clear how it can be measured if

you can create arbitrary sub goals and that it lacks any notion

of improving control or curiosity.

Progress is defined as the amount of a task already complete

relative to the overall task and can be measured as such, e.g. a

count of the sub-goals completed or percent of the work per-

formed. If we consider the example goal of finishing a paper,

we could measure progress as a percentage of the expected

length that has already been written or we could break the

goal into sub goals. For instance, we could expect the paper to

first require a rough draft, and that rough draft might consist of

five sections. Video-game designers attempt to provide enough

sub goals as to keep a game motivating, but not so many as

to demotivate the player by rewarding tasks that the players

have already automated. This process can be seen in many

game-related applications in both commercial video games and

simple tasks that have gone through “gameification”.

In [6], two groups of people were given different random

feedback on a task, with one group’s scores improving over the

course of the task and the other group’s scores lowering. The

group whose scores improved found the task significantly more

satisfying than the group whose scores decreased, illustrating

that people may treat progress itself as being rewarding.

However, progress is not necessarily a good indicator of

continued motivation; instead it is the prediction error from

expected vs realized progress that is (de)motivating. Prediction

error occurs when there is a difference between the expectation

of an action and the value we are actually getting out of

that action. Initial work from Shawn Green illustrates that

the notion progress as a motivator is subject to a number of

framing effects relative to expectations.

Carver also suggests that agents rely heavily on their

perceived progress towards a goal relative to their expected

progress as a signal for determining when to postpone, con-

tinue or abandon a goal[5]. Their results show that people only

tend to keep working towards a goal if they are matching their

expected rate of progress. As we might expect, performing at a

rate of progress that is significantly worse than expected often

results in a complete abandonment of the task. Performing a

rate that is significantly faster than expected will also cause

the agent to suspend pursuit of the goal in favor of another. [7]

provides additional examples on how progress as a motivator

is contextual by showing that different values of motivation

can occur for the same amount of progress. Their small-area

hypothesis states that it is more motivating to focus on the

smaller amount, whether it is work already completed or work

remaining, e.g. focusing on 20% completed is more motivating

than focusing on 80% remaining.

Alone, use of progress as the reward signal would suggest

that we could arbitrarily divide goals into sub goals to stay

motivated. This simply is not the case which is evidenced

by tasks that have been transformed into games that are too

tedious due to goals being set at too fine of resolution. Progress

alone does not include key ideas from intrinsic motivation

theory that we desire in our signal. The missing ideas we seek

to include in our goal pursuit value are mastery(improving con-

trol), curiosity(information gaps) and uncertainty i.e. knowing

whether or not you will be able to complete a goal. These

shortcomings of progress lead us to seek a different measure

which more accurately encompasses the different aspects of

motivation. Polani’s formulation of empowerment will come

closer to the signal we desire.

D. Empowerment

In seeking a signal which indicates the goal pursuit value

of a task, we consider the concept of empowerment which

combines aspects of progress with improving control(mastery)

and information gaps(curiosity).
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Attribute Description

matchId identifier for the match

winningTeam an indicator of which team won, either “The Dire” or “The radiant”

playerId identifier for the player

team the player’s team

hero the player’s hero

level the hero’s level at the end of the game

kills a count of the instances where the player killed opposing other human-controlled hero

deaths a count of the number of times the player died to any phenomenon in game

assists the number of times the player contributed to an opponent’s death, but did not land the killing blow.

gold total gold acquired

last hits the number of times the player landed a killing blow on computer-controlled characters and was awarded gold

denies The number of times the player denied their opponent gold by killing their own team’s unit before the opponent could land a killing blow.

item set A collection of at most six different items selected from a collection of hudreds

Table I
THESE ATTRIBUTES ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE END-OF-GAME STATISTICS FOR EACH PLAYER.

cannot directly use attributes which are counts. Instead we

will use a performance indicator which can be used to compare

performance of players even with different durations of play.

We need to use a measure of performance that will be

comparable regardless of duration played. To deal with the

problem of capturing player performance under different game

times, both between games and per game with leavers, we

adapt the kill death assist ratio (KDA) which is commonly

used in competitive multiplayer games shown in Eq.5. A

player with a high KDA will have more resources, and

therefore more potential actions available, so it can be used

as proxy for the second empowerment component discussed

in Section 2.4.4.

KDA =
Kills+Assists

Deaths
(5)

By using the KDA metric as a measure of performance we

force an assumption that player performance remains the same

over the course of a game. This assumption is often incorrect

but necessary without event logs for each game.

In order to use the data for prediction player churn we first

add the following attributes in Eq. 6 to each player’s game

statistics. Each of these attributes provides a measure for which

the player can compare their expected performance with the

reality of the current game.

KDAPlayer

KDATeam

,
KDAPlayer

KDAOpp

,
KDATeam

KDAOpp

, P (Win|Actions)

(6)

The KDATeam and KDAOpp are simply the average KDA of

the player’s team and opposing team. For numerical stability,

we do not allow death counts of 0 while calculating KDA,

instead using a value of 0.1. Common practice within moba

communities is to treat any 0s as 1s, but we feel that there is

a salient difference between dying once and being unkillable.

When comparing KDAs, we also treat and 0 values as being

0.1 to allow for calculation.

The P (Win|Performance) models the player’s intuition

about their chances of winning drawing upon previous sim-

ilar games. For this analysis we perform a simple k-nearest

neighbors classification using the first three attributes as the

comparable vector. We illustrate how both the expectations of

a game’s outcome in addition to relative performance are used

in the churn prediction.

B. Modeling Approach

In seeking to predict when players will quit a game of

Dota2 early using the principals of empowerment, we use the

proxies for the key principles behind weighted empowerment

discussed in Section 4.2.2. First the model takes into account

how a player’s perception of the likelihood of winning a

particular game will have an impact on their empowerment.

The other important aspect of empowerment is a players

understanding of how much they are able to contribute towards

winning the game.

After defining proxy signals for the components of weighted

empowerment, the problem becomes one of classification.

We are most interested in whether the information in the

proxy signals supports churn prediction, so the particular

classifiers used are not of significant importance. To model a

player’s internal belief of their ability to win a particular game,

we employ a nearest neighbor classifier using the relative

performance metrics defined in the previous section to create a

primitive model. This classifier was chosen for its implemen-

tation simplicity and is shown as the NN Classifier in Fig.7.

We use a simple Euclidean distance for the nearest neighbor

computation, which obtains a reasonable approximation of

similar games. This belief of whether the game can be won is

appended as an attribute to the player’s relative performance

attributes which are then used with a classifier to predict

whether the player will leave early. We choose to employ a

naive Bayes classifier for its speed and simplicity and then

also choose to apply a rule based classifier to obtain human-

readable rules highlighting the important most important in

predicting leavers.

Figure 7. Process for predicting player churn in Dota2
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Attribute Description

matchId identifier for the match

playerId an indicator of which team won, either “The Dire” or “The radiant”

playerTeamWins identifier for the player

leaver a boolean indicating whether the player left the match before its completion and did not comeback

P/T_KDA Player KDA / Player’s team average KDA

P/O_KDA Player KDA / Opposing team average KDA

T/O_KDA Player’s team average KDA / Opposing team average KDA

P(Win|Performance) Computed using above attributes and similar games.
Table II

ATTRIBUTES USED FOR CREATING THE MODEL.

IV. RESULTS

We attempt to predict when players leave Dota2 games

early using the methods and data described in Section 3. In

creating our simple churn prediction model we first apply a

naive Bayes as the final classifier. Despite the violation of

the classifier’s independence assumption, we can see in the

confusion matrix shown in TableIII that the classifier does a

decent job identifying when a player is likely to leave. There

are many false positives, likely due to the external rewards

structure that penalizes players if they are the first to abandon

any game.

Table III
NAIVE BAYES CONFUSION MATRIX

a b <— classified as
238485 113120 a=not a leaver

4130 10795 b=leaver

Figure 8. NaiveBayes and C4.5 ROC

We then use WEKA’s implementation of C4.5 using 10 folds

for cross validation to generate a classifier in the form of

a decision tree. The resulting tree in Fig. 9 gives us some

intuition as to what types of game states will result in a

player leaving. The top level of the tree which splits on

P(Win|Performance) indicates that players are unlikely to leave

when they still have some empowerment towards winning.

The other player-specific measures of relative performance

indicate that players are much more likely to abandon a game

when they are doing poorly relative to their opponent and

especially their performance relative to their own team. A

player performing well relative to their team is unlikely to

leave. A counter-intuitive node of the decision tree occurs at

the bottom, where players are more likely to stick through a

game if their team’s performance is extremely low compared to

their opponent. This phenomenon could be the result of players

being knowing that they are not going to win, yet they foresee

the game ending quickly. The inevitable yet quick defeat

combined with the penalty for churning could be motivating

players to just wait for the game to end.

Figure 9. Decision tree for predict player churn. Number on right-hand side of
the slash is a correct classification, whereas the left-hand side is an incorrect
classification.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we expanded upon existing empowerment

theory by proposing a weighted variation which allows us to

find an agent’s empowerment with respect to a particular goal.

We hypothesized that this measure is a quantity that correlates

with a player’s motivation to continue playing a particular

game. Using the key ideas behind empowerment we apply

this intuition to a dataset from the multiplayer game Dota2 and

create a model which predicts when players will quit playing

a game before it has finished

Our theoretical contribution of adapting empowerment the-

ory to be a mechanism for finding useful states with respect

to a particular goal opens up a variety of interesting problems.

Currently, the empowerment calculation needs the number of

steps to include a solution in the future look ahead in order to

obtain a non-zero empowerment for a particular state. This is

not computationally feasible for most problems and clearly hu-

mans do not always put significant thought into when to switch

activities . A method for sampling future action sequences or

some other optimization would be potentially useful future

work. The weighted empowerment calculation addresses one

of the key problems outlined in Polani’s empowerment, where

they use empowerment at various states as an action selection

mechanism for autonomous stabilizing agents. By recreating

their setup and instead using the new weighted empowerment,

we would hopefully be able to have the agents learn the most
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empowering states with respect to an arbitrary goal and not

just the most empowering state in general.

The biggest flaw in our practical model of Dota2 player

behavior is that it is constructed using only the statistics from

the end of the game. In future work we hope to acquire event

logs from the games which will improve the accuracy of the

model by providing the exact gamestate when a player leaves

and allowing us to include key milestones(game objectives)

in the gamestate. This will be greatly useful in learning

the likelihood of winning given a particular gamestate and

classifying when a player will leave. We also currently do not

take into account general behavior habits for a player, e.g,

one type of player might leave frequently while another will

always stay. Incorporating these elements into predicting when

players will leave early could potentially improve accuracy

of prediction. This work will assist future game developers

in designing games where players can feel empowered at all

stages of the game. Existing teams in charge of player behavior

can use this type of model in identifying players that leave

early because of perceived lack of empowerment and toxic

players that leave habitually.
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